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SUMMARY

expertiental investigation was made to detcmnine the effects of
desi~ parameters on the lateral-stability characteristics of a

—

—

glider towed-by-a single towltie. The in.vestigat~onshowed that it is
possible to obtain inherent lateral stability with a single towline system.

An a~proximate theoretical analysis was also made and &e results of
calculations made by use of this analysis were compared with the model
flight-test results. Alkhough the theoretical dsmptig results are too
conservative to be of much practical value, the existence of divergences
and the periods of the lateral oscillations are predicted with fair
accuracy.

INTRODUCTION

The Army and Navy have long been interested in towed gliders as a
means of transporting men, material, aerial targets or guided missiles.
One of the major problems connected with the use of towed gliders has
%een that of obtaining lateral stability of the glider on tow. Once
trim conditions had been estab’lfshed,an inherently stable glider towline
system would require no pilot attention and thus glider-yilot fatigue
would be reduced on long flights or under conditions of poor visibility.
In addition, it would make feasible sane glider applications that are
now impractical.

b order to obtain lateral stability, various automatic and semi-
automatic devices have been used hut these devices are limited in their
application by their complexity and maintenance probkns. Glider-
position indicators, as a visual aid to the pilot dwing blind-flying
conditions, have proved unsatisfactory. Various systems other tian a
single line have been proposed. One such system consisting of twin
parallel towlines was studied in a theoretical and exper~ntal investi-
gation in the Langley free-flight tunnel (references 1 and 2). ln
general, however, it appears that the most satisfactory solution to the
towed-glider problem would be an inherently stable sfngle-towline system.
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Although a considerable amount of exper~ntal and theoretical work has
been conducted in this country and by the British, to date no satisfactory
theohy predicting the lateral+tability characteristics of.a glider on a .
single tuwltie has been reyorted.

The results of an e~erimental investigat@n to detgr@ne the effe@_
of varying the effective dihedral$ directional.stabili@r,relative density,
towline attac-t point, and towline length ~e given in the present
report. ~ addition, a shnplified theoretical+ethod de~eloped to demz-
mine the lateral-stalility characteristics of..aglider towed by a single
towline is presented in the appendix and the res~ts of calc~tions &de
by this theory are compared with the experimental data.

SYMBOLS I

The forces andmcments are referred to the stability axes (see fig. 1)
unless otherwise state”d. These axes are defined as an orthogonal system
having its origfn at the center of gravity and:in which the Z-axis is in
the plane of symmetg and perpendicul=to tierrelative yind, the X-axis
is ‘inthe plane of synmetry and perpendiculxd.tjothe Z-axis, and the
Y-axis is perpendicular to the plane of symmetry. The
sen~d here refer to the glider except where o~erwise
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coefficients pre-
noted.

weight, pounds

mass, slugs

wing span at zero dihedral

drag, pounds; differential

angle, feet

operator (d/ds)

lift, pounds; rolling moment a%out the X stability axis,
foot-yolmds

pitching moment about the Y sta%ility,axis, foot-pounds

yawing moment about the Z stability a@s, foot-pounds

lift coefficient (Lift/qS)

drag coefficient (Drag/qS)

lateral-force coefficient (Y/qS)

weight coefficient (W/qS)

rolling-moment coefficie~t (L/c@b) .—
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pitching-moment coefficient (M/qSG)

yawing-mcment

angle of yaw,

angle between

coefficient (N/qSb)

radians

X-axis and projection of the towline on—
‘the X-Y plane

angle of sideslip, radians

angle of bank, radians ,

angle between Z-axis and projection of the towline on
the Y-Z plane

rolling angular velocity, radians per second

yawing angular velocity, radians per second

&gle between towline and the relative wind, degrees

angle of attack, measured frcm the top of’tie boronto the
relative wind, degrees

angle of attack; measmed frmn the angle of zero lift, degrees

wing dihedral angle (positive wing tips up), degrees —

rate of change .ofrolling moment with

rate of change of rolling moment with

rate of change of rolling mommt with
●

angle Of sideslip (aq/a9)

rolltig velocity (aLfip)

yawing velocity (aL/&)

rate of change of yawing rncmentwith angle of sideslip (aN~~)

mm.n aerodynamic cQord of wing, feet

wing araa, square feet

vertical-tail area, square feet

time, seconds

mass density of air, slugo per cutIicfoot

dyn.ardcpressure, pounds per square foot
()
+$
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gravitational acceleration, ft/aec
2.

relative-density factor

radius of gyration

radius of gyration

radius of gration

m%!liusof gyratim

radius of gyration

radius of ~ration

product-of-inertia

angle of attack of

about

about

about

about

about

about
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()#b
X-axis, feet

Z-axis, feet”

x-axis, Bpams

z-axis, spans

principal longitudinal axis, spans

principal nqmal u.is, spans

principal lollgitu~ =iS Of d~h?lej

‘poeitivewhen .forwardend of major principal
X-axis, see figure 1

distance along X-axis from center df gravity of
the towline attachment petit, spans

distance along Z-axis from center of gravity of
towline attachment point, spens

● ✍

r.
—.

*

axis is above .–

glider to —

glider to the

sldewlse movement of center of gravity along Y-axis, feet,
see figure 8

●

sidewi.semovement of center of gratity along Y-axis, spans

towline length, spans

true airspeed, feet per second

velocity along Y-axis, feet per second

towline tension, pounds :,

lateral force, pounds i -:..
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‘Y
B

cZp

cl
P

cq

c%

c%

cIlr

A, B, C

rate of change of lateral-force coefficient with sngle of

()acysidesliy, per radian
F

rate of chenge of rolling-moment ccmfficient with angle of
sideslip, per radian (W/W

rate of change of rolling-moment coefficient with rol15ng

()

&z
engular velocity factor

~b
@

rate of chsnge of rolling-mmuent coefficient with yawing—

()ac~velocity factor
~
2V

rate of change of yawing-mcunent”—

( )‘ac
sidesli~, per radian ~n

rate of change of yawing-mcmmnt

coefficient with engle of

coefficient with rolling

@= ’velocityfactor

()

Z3cn
~
2V

rate of chenge of yawing-mmmnt coefficient with yawing

()

acn
engulervelocity factor

~
2V

, E, F, G, H, 1, J, K coefficients of the stability equation

P period of oscillation, seconds ● ●

T1 time required for a motion to dsmp to one-half amplitude

z
id haginery portion of ccmplex root

c real portion of complex root or a real root

Towline terms:

Y rate of change
Y (ay~y)

Y* rate of chenge

%
rate of chsnge

of the lateral force with sidewise dis~lacement

of lateral force with angle of yaw (dY~)

of lateral force with angle of bank (bY@@)

.

I



rate of change
(~L@y)

rate of change
(~L~@

rate of chenge

rate of change
(a~py)o

rate of

rate of

rate of
with

rate of
with

rate of
with

rate of
with

rate of
with

rate of
with

rate of
with

rate of
With

rate of
with

change

change
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of rolling momeht @th, sidewise “displacement .. ,

of rolling moment with amgl.eof ‘yaw

Of rolling moment with.angl.eOf bm (bL@@)

of yawing moment with sidewise displacement

of yawing moment with ~Ze of yaw (~/W

of yawing moment with qngle of’pank (a~pf7i)

change of lateral foroe caused by towltie tension
sidewi.sedisplacement (Myhy’)

change of lateral force
angle of yaw (i3T7/a@

~?o:fb~?~~~

change of yawing moment

oaused by towline tension

caused by towline tension

caused by towline tension
side~s’e displacement (&Cn/by’)

change of yawing moment caused by towline tension
angle o“fyaw (bTn/W )

-e of b- %Tn/b@)
change of yawi moment caused by towline tension

chauge of rolling moment caused by towline tension
sidewise displacement (mz@Y’ )

change of rolling moment
angle of yaw (aT#)

caused by towl~e tension

caused by towline tenslcm

...
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TESTS

APPARATUS

.

.

All the tow tests of the model were conducted in the Langley free-
flight tunnel, a ccmplete descriptim of which is given in reference 3.
photographs of the model mounted m a stand and on tow in the tunnel are
presented in figure 2.

A sketch of the model used in the tests is presented in figure.3.
The model consisted of a wooden boom upon which the wing and stabilizing
surfaces were mounted. A Rhode St. Genese 35 airfoil sectim was used
in accordance with free-flight-tunnel practfce of USiW’ atifoil sections -.
that give maximum lift coefficlents in low-scale tests approximately
equal to ,those obtained in full-scale tests of conventional airfoil

sections. The stabilizing surfaces were constructed of &inch sheet

balsa.

The wings were mounted so that a range of gecanetricdihedral sngles
between -5° and 15° could be obtained, and the model was arranged to
alJ3w for mounting of any one of three vertical tails, 5 percent,
7.5 percent, snd 10 percent of the wing area. (See fig. 3.)

The glider model was equipped with conventional control s~f aces
actuated by a pilot through stsndard free-flight-tunnel control
mech!snisms. A-complete d&cription of the flight models
technique used in free-flight-tunnel testing is given in

The model photograph and sketch in figures 2 and 3,
show the special tow bar tied on the model. The tow bar
horizontal %ar-mounted on two vertical bars. one located

snd flight
reference 3.

respectively,
consisted of a
in the nose of

the model, the other at about the 60-percen{ station of the root chord
of the wing. The vertical position of the horizontal bar could be
varied end the towline attachment could be made anywhere along the
horizontal bar. The tow bar was used for convenience, but in practice
a trifurcated bridle system, which gives, in effect, a fixed attachment
point at the qpex of the glider bridle lines could be used, provided
that the.attachment lines ranain in tensiun. Figure 4 shows some of
the more commonly used single-towline attachment systems. From a study
of tihesesystems it can be seen that the tow-bar arrangement used in
the tests can represent any of these conmmn systems insofsr as the-towline
attachment point is concerned if the longitudtisl trim is assumed not
to change (as is approximately tie case) during a disturbance.

The relative density w of the model was adjusted without changing
the moments of inertia by adding weights at the model center of gravity.
Increasing the value of p in this manner decreased the radii of
~ation as shown in table 1.



METHOD — .“

In the tests the airspeed was held constant”and the “trimangle of
—

the elevator was adjusted to obtain approximati~ the desired angle of
—

attack end towline,angle. The model was controlled by the pilot who,
in the case of stable tow configurations, supplied disturb_~ces ti.stsrt _
an oscillation. b the case of unstable tow config’uratio~, tie Pilot
steadied the model so that the oscillation could-develop from the steady
state and then-could be stopped when sufficient records of.the moticn
had been obtained. Ihming the oscillation the controls we>e fixed. ——

The motions of the model for the various test conditions were
recorded by two motion-picture cameras, one mounted on top of the tunnel
directly above the glider model, the other at the rear of me tunnel
directly behind the model. In some instances the period of the lateral
motion was measured with a stop watch. For each,tow condition the tow-
line angle snd angle of attack were measured vlsually with a protractor
mounted at the side of the”tunnel.

—- -.

Fran the motion-picture records, plots were made of the sidewise
displacement, angle of bank, and angle of yaw against the for the con-
ditions tested. From these records the period and tfme to damp to one- .
half anplitude of the lateral oscillations were obtained. Some repre-
sentative flight records are presentid in figures ~(a) and ~(b).

.

SCOPE —

A list of the conditions covered in the tests is presented in
table II. It will be noted that the tow attachment points considered
are above and forward of the glider “centerof gravity and the glider is
below end behind the tug. These glider tug confiyrations were used
because past towing eqerience indicated that they would be best from
the standpoint of obtaining lateral stability on tow. This table shows
the effects on lateral stability of varying the ~ffectivedihedral,
directional stability, relative-density, towline attachment Point, and
towline length. Ixorder to determine the effec,tsof these parameters,

L—
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they were varied one at a time frcm a basic condition for which the
values of these premeters were:

w= 0.465 l% v =2.4

z-= k
b

: = 0“558

: = 0“225

r= 100 Cz = -0.15
B

St
13-

=7.5 percent Cn = 0.06
B

A few tests were also made to determine theeffect of varying the effective
dihedral for zero-length towline. For these tests,the model had three
degrees or freedom about the tow at~chment ~oint. The values of the other
parameters were the same as for the basic condition given above.

Test results are available only for towline lengths up to 4 spans
because of the size of the tunnel test section. ‘Analysisof the towline
terms and calculations extending the,range of towline length indicate
that changing the length of the towline up to about 10 spans affects the
laterel-stabil.itychamcteristics appreciably, but further increase has
only slight effect. Therefore, for towldne lengths of 10 spans and
greater, the trentiwhich are found for the remaining parameters at the *

9

shorter-towline length cen

THEORETI

be expected to

CAL CALC

prevail.

ULATIONS

fi addition to the experimental investigation en attempt was made
to develop an approximate theoretical method for predicting the iateraJ.-
stabili~ characteristics of the glider on-a bingle towline. By use of
this theoretical method, which is given in the app6ndix, calculations
were made for various combinations of towline length, effective dihedral
psrameter Czp, ,directionalstability psmmeter ~P, relative-density

factor W, and vertical and horizontal towline attachment position. A
complete listing of the conditons for which the celculatfone were made
is given in tables I and II. Inasmuch as the product of tnertia wqs
believed ta be relatively unimportant for the low-relative-density
contition of most of the model tests, the product-of-inertia factor ~z,

was assumea to be zero for most of the caltniLationS.
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TIM parameters used in the calculations
tests or fram calculations for the specific
of each of -theseparsneters is tidicated in
relative-density derivatives, values of the
attack a of 2° and a towline angle e of
calculatims 9
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were ottained either from
model condition. The some
table.1. Except in tie
derivatives for an angle of
25° iwereused in the

RESULT SAN DDISC US SION

The results of the investigation are presented in table II and in
figures 6 and 7 in which lateral oscillations are presented in terms of
the period and the reciprocal of the time to damp to one-half amplitude
for each particular condition. The reciprocal gf the time to damp to
one-half amplitude is used to evaluate the damping because this value
is a direct measure of the degree of stability. In general, the calcu-
lations and tests were made at the same conditions except where the
dynamic characteristics of the model or physical limitations of the test
setup precluded.testing.

The lateral-stability characteristics determined by the theory pre-
sented in the appendix indicate that the latera~ motions of the glider
model generally consist,of two highly demped ap6riodic modes and two
periodic modes, one usually having a period of_approximately three times
the other. l?romthe”results of the calculations and tests it aypears
that the long-period mode is usually the predominant or more lightly
damped motion amd consists of a combined rolling md yawing motion
shilar to that of the conventional Dutch roll.

● Wherever possible the lateral-stability characteristics of both
periodic modes ware obtained from flight records similar to those of
figure 5; ‘Tm general; the characteristics of we predominant long-
period mode were obtained from the plot of sidewise displacement against
time (fig. ~(a)). The short-periodmode appeared primarily as a
yawing oscillation and its characteristicswere obtained from plots of
yaw mgle against time (fi’g.5(%)). Ih most cases it was difficult
to ascertain the’yeriod and damping of the short-period oscillation
because it was maskedby the less heavily damped long-period oscillation.

Although no systematic investigationwas conducted to determine the
effect .of towline singleon the lateral-stability characteristics of the
glider mgdel,.E@sJ@Ifs of the towline forces indicated its importance.
Sane exploratory tests were made to verify this analysis and it was found
that, in general, for any attachment point in the range tested, increasing
the towline an@e was stabilizing. During the tests an attempt was made
to hold the towline angle and .~le of attack to one set of values
(E , ““g-=””20)●= 30 Although these Values of g end a were not altiys
exactly obtained, it is bell&ed
parameters do not invalidate the
results.

—

.-

—.

—

.

.

— —

—

*

.
that the slight variations of these -
correlation of theoretical and test
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CORRELATION OF CALCULATED AND ~AL RISULTS

.

.

●

I

The results of the experiments and analysis which ae presented k
table J21snd fQures 6 end 7 indicate that, ~though the theory pre~cts
the periods of the lateral oscillations fairly well, It does riotpredict
the damping with sufficient accuracy ‘tobe of practical use.

b order to determine whetier tie c?Mssi~ of tie product-of-~efiia
terms, recently found to be important in some cases (reference 4), was
responsible for the poor quantitative agreement of the calculated and
experimental damying results, additional calculations were made for the
basic con~tion smd for the relative-density-of-10 condition with these
terms included in the eq~tioas. These calculations showed that inclusion ‘
of the product-of-inertia terms had virtually no effect on the results
for the”basic condition (W = 2 .4) but did chenge appreciably the damping
results of thehigher relati~e-density condition (k = 10.0). Therefore,
with the exception of the relative-density vsriation, product-of-inertia
effects were ignored for these tests and calculations.

Ih yiew of the fact that only first-order effects were considered
in developing the theory, the discrepancies be~een tie ~eoretic~ and
exper-imentalresults may In psrt be asscciated with the relative Importance
of sok terms which were cotiidered negligible to the first approximatim.

Effect of Cz
$

Four-span towline length.- The experimental data for the range
of -c2 given in figure (a) show tie periods of both the lohg-period.

B
end the short-period modes to be fairly constant. Although the short-
period calculations are in good tigreementwith the tests; the long-
period results indicate increasing length of period with decreasing
effective dihedral.

The experimental dsmping results indicate that the long-period motion
is the predaninant mode since the short-period motion was always very
heavily demped.. The demping of the long-pried oscillation was found to
decrease with decrease in -cl . At a value of

B
-c2

P
of -0.0458 ●

(table IT) any disturbance res~ts h a rapid divergence in roll which
obscures the characteristics of the oscillatory modes. The calculated
results do not agree with the tests except h the prediction of the
divergence.

Zero towline len~th.- The test result+ of figure 7 show that for
the zero towline length the short-period oscillation is the predominant .
motion for ell positive values of -Czp. The length of the period,

however, ticreases as the value of -Cz decreases indicating a. P
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transition of the prixiomihaht”m.otionfrcinthe short-period to a longer- 1—”
period mode at low and riegativeeffective dihedrals. The calculations
show the short-periodmotion to be the predomin~t mode only at the higher
values of “’-cl “and tiiatthe long period ie tb more li@tly damped at

P ‘. ‘ --” -- ----- J ...... .—

lower effective diheQrals, These results also clearly indicate that the
long-period mcde ib replaced by a divergence as-the valueof -CZ is

P
increased from O to -0.04~.

Effect of Cn
$

The test results of figure 6(b) show little change!in
the long-pmiod oscillation for the range ~f Cn tested,

.P
period of the short-period oscillation increases madual.lv

the period of .._._.._ —
whereas the

with reduction
‘ill Cnp: At zero directional stability the short~period”~tion which w=

hardly noticeable atihigher values of cnB became evident as a steady

large-amplitude short-period yawing oscil&tion. It was assumed that the
motion was unstable at small amplitudes and built up to a steady oscillat-
ion of large amplitude. The rate of increase of amplitude could not be
measured, however, because the oscillation was well developed by the time
the trti conditions had been attained and the short-period yawing motion
could not be stopped by the pilot to permit study of tie motion at small
amplitudes. The calculations show a marked decrease in the dsmping of
the short-pqriodmode with ,decreasein C

%
and at C = O indicate

’13

.

‘theunstable oscillation which was found experimentally’.

With increase In the directional stabili~ the damp- of the long-
period oscillation was found to increase slightly. The calculated results
are not in agreement with this trend.

Effect of’ y -“-

An indication of the effect of the relativedensity factor w on
the Wteral-stability characteris~ics is given @ figure 6(c). Because
of test Mnitations imposed by the model, the angle of attack as well as
airspeed had to be Increased as the value of M was ticreased. Table I
gives the corresponding veriatimin the otherparameters used for the
calculaticms. Compared to the change in magnit~de of the values of W,
the chemges in the other parameters were relatively small, however, and
the principal effect given h figure 6(c) is believed to@ that of
variation of lJ. .4

—

—..

.- -

Although Lhe period of the long-period oscillation -creases slightly
“ with increase in relative density, the long-period calculated results show

-.



a very slight decrease h length of the period.. The ticlusion of the
product -of-tiertiatemn in the calculations for a value of v = 10 had
yracticalJy no effect on the period of either the long-period or the
short-period oscillations. The expertintal results show a general
increase in demping of the long-period mode as the value of p is
increased from2.4 ta 10, but the calculated results presented in
figure 6(c) indicated.that increasing u from sn average present-day
value of 2.4 to 10.0 results h a change from stability to gradually
increasing instability for the long-period oscillation. lhcluding the
product-of-inertia terms in the calculations (table II) improves the
agreement between damping results of the tests end calculations at a
value of w of 10 but produces virtually no chenge h the results at
a value of .~ of2.4. Since the tests gave no indication of short-
period testability at eny value of relative densi~, it is apparent that
inclu&l@ the product-of-inertia terJDEh the calculations made the
agreement between the tests and calculations poorer for the short-
period mode.

Effect of Tow Attachment Point

The effect of varying the horizontal location of the tow attach-
ment point was not determined experimentally because the model could
not be trimmed longitpdinelly for values of x below that of the basic
condition. However, calculations were made for a range of values of x
fromo to 0.558 SPenS, and tiese restits ae presented ~ f’fgure6(d)
with the one experimental point available= The results show a decrease
in the instability,of the long-period motion and a decrease in demping
of the short-period motion with increase in x. With ticrease”in x,
the period of the long-period oscillation decreases at a decreasing
rate and the length of the short-period oscillaticm is practically
Cmlstant. The effect of the vertical location of the the tow attach-
ment petit is given in figure 6(e). ‘hcreming tib z dist=ce was
found to have little effect on the length of the period of either mode
but reduced the length of the longer-period mode slightly. The test
results show that the greatest damptig was found at a value of z of oo117
and that increasing or decreasing the horizcmtal distance reduced the
dsmping of the long-period mode. The calculations indicate, however,
that increasing z “Improves the stability of the long-period mode but
reduces the short-period damping.

Effect of Towllne Length

Both the theoretical.andexperhental results presented in figure 6(f)
indicate that increasing the towline length from 1 to 4 span lengths
increases the damping of the long-period oscillation. The test results,
however, show somewhat more damping than is predicted by the theory.
Calculations were also made for towline lengths of 10 and 100 spans
although tests were not possible for
damping continues to increase (table
than was found”for the range tested.

these lengths. The long-period
11) but at a much more gradual rate
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calculated resultS show that Increasing the towline length froxn-
span lengths has no appreciable effect on the damping of the

short-yeriod oscillation.

An increase in the towline length causes @ gradual increase in the
period of the long-period oscillaticm but causes no change h the period
of the short-period oscillation. These results are shown by both the
calculated and experimental results which are in good agreement.

CO NC LUDINGRE MAR KS

The results of the eqertiental investigation and theoretical
analysis to determine the lateral-stability characteristics of a glider
towed by a single towline may be summerized GS folJows:

1. The investigation showed that it is p=qsible to~tain hherent
lateral stability with a Single-tuwline-glider.arrangement.

2. The stability theory presented in the present payer does not predict
the stability of the glider model with sufficient accuracy b be of much
practical value. The calctited and experimen&Cl resul-1%are in fairly
good agreement on the period of the lateral oscillati~. and the-prediction
of divergences, but the calculated damping of the lateral oscillation is , _
generally considerably less than the measured dsmping. The theory is
presented, however, as a basis for further study and the experimental
results should be useful for correlation with ~ further theoretical work
which may be perfom.ed.

.:

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Conunitteefor Aeronautics

Langley Field, Pa.
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. APPENDIX

15

TH10BlI121CALMEIHOD

The”method of.calculating the lateral stability of a glider towed
hy a single towline consisted of setting up the stability equations with
respect to the stability axes of the glider (see fig. 1), oltaining the
aerodynamic stability derivatives for the glider and the derivatives
caused by the towlfie forces, and solving f-orthe period and time to
damp of the lateral oscillatory modes of the glider.

Assumptions.- To stiplify and facilitate the handling of the theo-
retical analysis, the f&lowing assumptions were made:

1. The glider and tug were assumed to be in level flight and the
tug to be in st.kadyflight.

of

.

of

.

2. The basic aerodynamic parameters wer,eassumed to vary independently
each other.

3. Lateral-stability characteristics were assumed to be independent
the”longitudinal-stabillty characteristics.

4. The angles of deviation of the glider from the,stsady-flight
condition were assumed to be small. T&13ne singleswith respect to the
relative wind and towline tension were assumed not to ch~e durin& a
disturbance.

5. The towline was assumed to be weightless and straight and to ham
no effect on the stability of the glider other than that caused by direct
forces end moments resulting from towline tension.

Full-scale tests and tests in the Langley free-flight tqnnel have
indicated that the assuniptionof a straight towline is valid for moderate
towline lengths. British investigations show that glider towlines can
be considered straight for lengths up to about k or 5 spans for any
towline sngle and for greater lengths for towline angles between about 20°
to 300.

Equations of motion.- basmuch as a single towline aUmws the glider
three degrees of lateral freedom, the basic lateral-stability equations
were used, modified only to include the derivatives defining towltie
restraints. The later~ equations of motion following a disturbance may.
be written as follows:

pJ +mvr

‘dt
=mg@ + pYp + towline derivatives. (1)
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If the effect of glide-path angles other than zero is considered,
the normal gJ.lde-yathterms will appear in the basic lateral-stability
portion of the preceding equaticms.

(3)

.

.

. Towline derivatives.-’~ straight steady flight the towline con-
tributes pnly a pitching moment and.doee not affect the lateral stabillty.
Sidewise displac&nent of the glider along the ~-axis, displacements in
yaw about the Z-ax$s, or displacements in roll”about the X-axis result
in forces and momenta about these axes that s&e function& of towltie “ ‘-.
tension.. The towline derivatives expressing the resultant relationship

.-

may be obtained to the first order as followshmm figw% 8 by consid-
eration of”the forces amd moments with respect to the stability axes
and the glider center of gravity: .-

(a) L&e.ral-f+orce

or

derivatives
—

Y-= -$
T

(4)

and

g=
T

but for relatively ldng

-*- (Cos Gsti”*’)
b

Imwlines, however,

( )
y$ = -T~+coae

where sin$ 1 =* and

w

L c.

Also for long towlines, @’ . @ or

where sin @ = @.

‘(b) Yaw5ng-moment derivatives: ~

(6)

.

.

,.

\

(7)



(e) Rolling-mtment

D?3eg _
where, T =-cos ~.

derivatives:

%?
=-—

L$ = -Tz (..+ COS ]

17

(8)

(9)

(10]

(11)

(12)

E tin-l ()‘W-L=
T

. “For zero towline length, the tow”attachment petit is fixed relative
to the tug and the,towline tension always acts in the vertical plsne of
the relative wind. Because of these I.imltatimm the glider is permitted

4
only three degrees of freedcm and the towline Iderivatives Yy, Ny, and ~

normally resulting frcm sidewfse displacement of the tow attachment
point do not exist. The rema~ derivatives resulting frcm yaw and
roll.about the tow attachment point beccm.e:

(a) Lateral-force

(b) Yawtig-mcment

derivatives:

%=
-T COS e

~‘~
=-’sti~

derivatives:

‘v = -Tx COS =

%= -Tx Sill e

(c) Rolling-racmentderivatives:

‘*
= -’z COS E

‘$
= -Tz sin ‘e

(5a)

(6a)

(8a)

(9a)

(ha)

(12a)
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Equations of motion, nondimensional form.-
.—

Substituting the towline
derivatives in equations (1), (2), smd (3) fields the following equations: “

form

g++~~”-d-P~p-YYy-n+-$Y$=o (13) “- ““

‘-@P -%”-~NB-yNY-*i-@N@=o(14) “-”@z*~ -mzdt”

ti2*-*-*~-”~ -Bq-.,~-*q-@q. o (Is) “

For convend.enoe,the eqpations C= %e c&&erted to nondimensional
.-—

by using the following relatimahips and the operator D:

.—

.-
.

—-

—.

. -.

=-”:

—

.

—
-

-. —
.

where

Vt
s =—

1)

.

.
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X!=@
2 m-

Then substituting these relationships and dividing equation (13)

3Y &V2h -yields the nomnsion~ e~~atio~:

(2W3 - cyp$ -

+

+ (
~pb

-4VKXZD3 - C%& - 2T ~ = O
$)

( )( )
-cZP& - TZY,D P + -@KnD3 - C& - ZTIYD - ZT2Y, ~

(
+ 4VKX2D3 -

P)
~CZPD2-2TZ ~=o

where the nond3memsional forms of the towline derivatives sre:

CT C’

TYyt = ‘~; CT behg FE

‘y, ‘ -CT6 + ‘Os o

Ty@ =
)

-CT(: + sin ●

(16)

(17)

(18)
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Tn

if

‘W
T2Y

‘1
v

Tt#

The detemimnt of the left
gilder-stability equatim of the

A&+ BD8+CD7+ED6+FD5

where:

$ 2 . 32p3K=2
A = 32U3KZ KX

B = -8w2~2C 2P - l@2Kx~Z2 CYP

- 8p2K&2Cl - 8v~2c%
r

+

+

= “fly ,
Y

= - =%Y1

= -zT
‘v

.

NACA .RMNO. L8~3 .

= - zTy@ ,

side of these “equationsyields the
form:

.

—.—

—

GD4+~3+ID2+JD+K =0 (19)

.

l@21@Iz2Ty
x’

+ 2VC%C2P

@KX2Cy Cn , 16U2Kx2Cn , &Km2C2
~r. P P

—

.

.

#
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.

- 8~2%IBTyy , - fM%zTyy fczp - 8~n%Tny, + 8VKXZCY Tp Zrl

- 8@Z2~’J?zy, + 2czPc~% - 2cnpcZrcw

G= ‘Zp%Tn ~ - ‘npcWT 7V + 2c~cWT7y f - 2CZr~Tny I - 2%PC zpTnyJ

+2c c T
Yp ~ Zyl

+2Cn C TZy, - 2CZ Cn Ty ,
$I?Y pPy

H= -%&%y I + 4T% !%PCW

I =J =K=O
.

●
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end
the

or

The period and
aperiodic modes

. .
tiACA~ NO. ~~3 .

t@e to damp to one-half am~litude of the oscillato~
may be determined from the roots of equation 19 by -

t

f~llowing relationships —

P -Zsrb
d.v

.—

where d is-the coefficf.en~of the imagin&ry portion of-the complex
roots and c Is either ‘&e real portion of the ca@ex roots for the
oscillatory mode or the real root defining the aperiodic modes.

.—

—

— —

.

.
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TAECEI.- PHLSICALAND AERODYNAMICCIMRACTERISTICS

OF TEE SINGLETOWIZNXGLIDERMODEL

Wlngsxea, squsxefeet.. . . . . . . . . . .
Wirlgspen,feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
llinga8pec$raiiio . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wing meanaero.lynml~cchord,feet . . . . . .
Mel center+f~avlty location,percentmean

. . . . . . . ● ✎ ✎ ✎ ✎ ✎ 1.02
● ✎✎✎✌✎✎ ● .0... 2.50
.* .*.*. . . . . . . 6.10
.0 ”.... . ..*.. . 0.416
chord. . . . . . . . . . 0.390

●

.

.—
—

—
—

Was characteristics
(&Elvaluesobtainedbymeaswnanent)

Weight Relativ~e~ ity
1? factor % ‘5 ‘z “P ‘=

%?ll 2.4 0.419 0.462 0.606 0.596 -0.0240
450 .364 ----- .543 -----

?:
-------

720 ‘ .289 ----- .431 -.--- ------.
900 10.0 .259 .259 .388 .3W -.0143

.— .—

Aerdynemlccti&Cters8ti09

CL @ C2 % c1
P (2g) (b) (b) (CY (C7 (C7

%.4 10 0.57 Oslo 0.161 -0.0272 -0.49
12

2:: 14
.75 .l~o .221 -.0374 -*49
.86 .168 .282 -.0476 -.49

10.0 15 .92 .175 .322 -.0544 -.49

Vertical Area % ~ %
tall (percentS) (b) (b)

o -0.2574 -0.020
1 ;.0 .0343 -.4061 -.040
a2 7.5 .0572 -.4462 -.060
3 10.0 .1087 -.5205a –.082

alhfc condltlon
bValue6obtained
~al.ueaobtained

from
fmln
from

Dihedralangle cl

(deg) (b!

-5 0.0458.
0

; -.0688
Clo -.1375:
13 -,2000”

whichthe parameterswerever~ed.
forcetestsIn the Iemgley~~e-flightt~el.
reference7.
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Figurel.- The stability sy5tem of sxes. Arrows indicate positive directions
of moments, forces, and velocities.
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(a) Mounted on a stand.

(b) Inflight.

Figure 2.- The glidermodel used inthe tow tests.
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. Figure3.- Sketchoftheglidermodel.
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Figure 4.- Glidertow systems emplo~ng a single towline.
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Figure5.- Typical records of lateral motions as obtained from motion-
picture records of tow tests of the glider model.
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Figure 6.- Correlationoftheperiodand thereciprocalofthetime todamp
to one-half amplitude of the lateral oscillations of the glider model as -
obtained from tests and theory. (See table IJ for complete conditions of “ -
each part. )
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Tests
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s - Stable oscillation
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Figure 7.- Correlationoftheperiodand thereciprocalof the time to damp
to one-half amplitude of the lateral oscillations of the glider model at
zero towline length as obtained from theory and tests for various values
of -CZB. (For other conditions see table IL)
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